Transient perfusion and radiosensitizing effect after nicotinamide, carbogen, and perflubron emulsion administration.
In order to improve the effect of radiation on tumour response, nicotinamide, perflubron emulsion and carbogen were administered which act on both diffusion limited hypoxia and intermittent perfusion limited hypoxia. These treatments were used in different combinations. The maximal radiosensitizing effect was found with the combination of the three treatments. The aim of this study was to use a double staining method (Hoechst 33342 and DiOC7(3) to evaluate the influence of nicotinamide, perflubron emulsion and carbogen on transient perfusion in three tumour cell lines transplanted onto nude mice: one rodent (EMT6), two human (HRT18, a rectal adenocarcinoma; and Na11+, a melanoma). For untreated groups, the percentage of closed and mismatched vessels depended on the tumour cell line. Carbogen alone or carbogen plus perflubron emulsion decreased the number of mismatched and closed vessels only for the two human cell lines. Nicotinamide was effective in decreasing the percentage of mismatched and closed vessels only for the melanoma cell line. The combination of nicotinamide, carbogen and perflubron emulsion was the most effective at decreasing both percentage of mismatched and closed vessels in all three tumours studies. This combination was also the most effective at enhancing the radiation response in all three tumours.